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ABSTRACT

TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT & LEADERSH IP:
The need for and feasibility of esfab/rshing a Commercial Banking development program
inside

a mid-size bank headquartered in the upper lvlidwest
JOLENE J. WALL
AUGUST 2014

Action Research Project
The purpose of this study was to explore the need for and feasibility of establishing a
Commercial Banker development program inside a mid-size Bank located in the upper Midwest.
Organizations could be facing a talent shortage in the coming years as the Baby Boomer
generation begins to retire. Organizations are Iooking for ways to develop future employees to
fill employment gaps. Many organizations today are utilizing internship programs as a tool for
new employee development. Internship programs allow organizations to recruit top talent from
local universities, while keeping traditional recruiting and on,boarding costs contained.
lnternship programs are currently being utilized by many organizations to recruit and properly
train employees to fill cunent, and future, employment gaps. Additionally, internship programs
could be used to develop mentorships between experienced workers/leaders and new recruits
to the organ ization/department.
lnformation was gathered from cunent employees inside the organization in the form on an
anonymous online survey. The findings include a survey of the Bank's business/commercial
banking officers, credit analysts and mernbers of the management team. The survey instrument
was developed by the author and members of the Senior Human Resources team inside "Bank
A". Survey questions were related to training and development opportunities for current and
future employees, need for bench strength within the business bankinglcommercial department,
need for a formalized development program, mentorship and employee satisfaction.
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lntroduction
People-their knowledge, skills and attitudes-are at the top of the mind
of most senior executives because they know that in the knowledge
economy, employee capability is the key to success. No longer are the
systems, processes and technology the differentiators of organizations:
these are becoming commodities. Today, people are the only
sustainable competitive advantage. This is one topic on which senior
executives and agency leaders universally agree. (Bingham, 2008, p.
80)

As our world changes, so does the way we do business. Companies are now
playing an increasingly active role in continued education of their own workforce. ln the
past decade, organizations have started to develop workers and have focused in on
formalized training and development programs. These programs vary by organization;
some focus on job specifics, company culture or working smarter, while others look to

provided leadership training to an identified group. Training programs also differ based
on organizational needs and strategic plans. Some organizations are looking for formal
on-boarding training for new employees, while others look to perfect their brand
messaging, help improve sales, or teach employees new skitls to perform additional
tasks (increase productivity). Organizations also use training and development
programs as a tool help develop high potential employees for advancement

opportunities in the future.
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Developing and retaining talent is a priority inside many (if not all) organizations.

Training employees requires not only a monetary investment, but an investment in time
and organizational resources as well. Many organizations have taken note and have
looked to develop cost effective strategies to increase bench strength within the
organization through development and internship programs. Preparing the next

generation of employees will require training; many organizations are choosing to
perform this training inside a formal development program designed specifically for the

organization's needs.
This research project took an in-depth look inside a mid-sized bank located in the
upper Midwest (referenced later as "Bank A") to understand the organization's current
training programs. This involved research into current curriculums used to develop
talent, gauging the current strategies' effectiveness and examining the need for and
feasibility of establishing an internship-type program aimed to develop Commercial and
Agricultural Bankers. !'ve examined best practices from successful development
programs throughout the country, and gathered recommendations from the perspective

of both the organization and the development program participant.
I chose this topic because I am interested in developing others through education

and training. I also see a need to develop skilled and knowledgeable workers to flll
gaps that may be left as members of the Baby Boomer generation enter retirement.
Presently, Bank A does not have a formal program to train new Commercial or

Agricultural Bankers. While training courses are available, they are best classified as
Just in time'trainings and are currently being offered by other employees who are
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considered 'subject matter experts' in the area. These types of training courses are
offered to individuals or groups when a gap or need is identified.
At this time, after a day of orientation, Commercial or Agricultural Bankers who

are new to the organization receive bits and pieces of information from co-workers when
a question arises.l Bank A could improve upon the training program when hiring or
promoting individuals without experience to Commercial and Agricultural banking roles.
The organization is interested in developing a talent pipeline and is currently

considering partnering with local universities to create an internship-type program" This
partnership would allow Bank A to select quality candidates to send through a

formalized development program. Upon completion of the program, the intern would be
allowed to apply for positions within the organization; however, jobs are not a

guaranteed outcome of program completion.
Bank A is open to other ways to source quality candidates for development as

well. Because of this, I will ask questions pertaining not only to the development of new
university graduates, but of current employees and company outsiders who could fill

employment gaps as well. Development program participants may not always be
sourced from a university, thus, some would technically not be an'intern', rather a

'student'in a development program. I look to uncover best practices inside internship
programs and use the findings to develop a program that works best for Bank A's
needs, regardless of the way the employee is sourced.

1

lt should be noted that most new Commercial/Ag bankers come into the organization with previous
banking/lending experience from another financial institution, so the training they require is related mostly
to credit policy and systems training.
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Purpose
This study focused on the need for and possible of structure of a development
program. The following questions arose: Is there a need for a development program
inside the Commercial Banking department? Who would be performing the training?
Who would oversee the 12 to 18 month program? Would Interns be left to

follow/shadow current employees from the Commercial/Ag banking department without
any standardized program to follow?

An Ad-hoc approach to training will not allow Bank A to produce highly trained
and skilled employees for future use within the organization. The objective of this
research initiative was to gain an understanding of the current training initiatives inside
Bank A and to uncover if there were needs (perceived by employees and managers
within the Commercial Banking department) for developing talent for future use inside

the organization.

Methodology
After reviewing the current strategy and hearing from senior-level managers and
key employees inside Bank A, I have analyzed the current training program(s), identified
areas for improvement and growth, and have put together strategies Bank A could use

to implement an internship program that would align with the organization's strategic
and long-term goals. Research was done inside the organization via an anonymous
survey document developed by the author and members of the Senior Human
Resource department. The research study was approved under the IRB 2014-084 for
ML 588 Action Research course. The document was distributed to senior leaders,
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market managers and employees in the Commercial Banking departments (which
includes Agricultural Banking and Credit Analysis groups as well). Bank A's Human
Resource department provided 226 employee names for the survey. Employees were

chosen based on current job title. The survey was sent via email to all 226 employees
that fit the following classification(s): Business Banker, Commercial Banker,

BusinesslAgricultural banker, Agricultural Banker, Credit Analyst, Senior Lender,
Business Banking Team Lead, and Market Manger. Employees were spread out
among the Bank's 85 Iocations. Prior to the employees receiving the survey, four senior

managers had the ability to review the questions and offer their approval. The author
received approval from all individuals. Respondents were invited to participate via email
(see Appendix

A). They were given nine business days to complete the survey.

The survey document contained twenty-six questions, of which five were

demographic. Direct questions (asking for the employee's personal preference) were
designed with an 'other' answer selection and provided the ability for survey participants
to elaborate furtherlprovide an opinion not listed by the survey authors. A complete Iist

of survey questions can be found in Appendix B. The results of the survey can be found
in Appendix C.
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Literature Review
For the purpose of this project, this literature review investigated the following
questions:

Why do organizations invest in training and development?
What advantages and disadvantages are there to lnternship programs?
How are successful development programs run?

Who should be involved in the process of training and development?
The literature review sought to uncover possible outcomes that could be expected with
the creation an internship program.

Why lnvest in Training and Development?
Corporate leaders have differing opinions on training and development.
Companies tend to ask the question, "What if we invest money on employee training,
and our employees leave?" ln reality, the cost is far greater if they do not train their
employees who then stay. Organizations must realize that better-trained employees can
save them money (Keller, 2008). The Return on lnvestment (ROl) in regard to training

and development can be measured in multiple ways (employee turnover, mistakes or
errors, service Ievel and customer satisfaction) but often times, there is not a hard and
fast way to show ROI in terms of numbers or dollars, which many leaders are looking for
to 'prove' training is worth the investment.
Not all organizations are on board with training and development. Organizations
often wrestle with the decision of whether or not to invest in programs related to training

and development. Many leaders cannot see concrete evidence of the program's
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effectiveness as it can be hard to measure results of training programs. Because of this,
Ieaders can believe that training does not provide value to the organization.

Training and development programs are not a new concept, but as our economy
and environments change, so do organizations. The global economy and the way of

doing business continue to change, forcing corporations to adapt. To respond to
changing environments, corporate investment in training and development has varied.
"Downsizing and other business process redesign efforts have reshaped organizations,
making them flatter, leaner, and more competitive. As a conseqilence, today's

employees are expected to work 'smarter'-become effective self-managers and
problem solvers" (Appendix A, 2002, p. 90)- Additionally, shifts in management style,
diversity within workplaces, and an increased emphasis on learning and knowledge

management, has created a demand for formalized training inside organizations (Meyer
& Marsick, 2003).
It's been said that workers today are not as loyal as they once were; Kets de

Vries and Korotov (2010) note that adults are expected to change jobs five to seven

times. This knowledge could lead us to draw two separate conclusions:

t
.

Employees will need additional training due to job changes
Organizations should invest in training an employee well and they will not
leave-

Tomasz Tunguz (2014) recently wrote about retaining key employees in today's job
market. He writes,
One of the most important changes in the workplace in the last 20 years is the
notion that most employees are free agents. We [employees] are hired and fired

I
and resign at will... In this highly-competitive talent market, where every
employee is a free agent, hiring and retaining talent has become a key strategic

advantage. (p.

1)

Organizations are not only creating new courses and enhancing training
programs for current employees, many organizations are developing strategies to train

and develop the next generation of employees. Organizations are beginning to design
organizational blueprints in anticipation for a larger nurnber of retirements in the coming
years (as the Baby Boomer generation begins to retire). There is now considerable
evidence to suggest that organizations that do not have properly structured leadership

development processes in place are at a disadvantage in the present competitive
Iandscape. ln contrast, organizations that take leadership development seriously

outpefform the competition (Kets de Vries & Korotov, 2010).
According to Gorshkov and Kliucharev (2013),
Organizing the training of employees is becoming a profitable investment.
Studies of American companies have shown that a 10-percent increase in

spending on personal training yields an 8.5-percent increase in labor productivity,
whereas the same increase in capital investment raises labor productivity only by

3.8 percent.

(p 59)

While organizations may have an appetite for training and development, they must be
mindful of their resources; training budgets and organizational objectives drive
prioritization.

I
lnternships: Advantages & Disadvantages
With a possible talent shortage on the horizon, organizations are looking to
uncover the most effective way (inclusive of time and money spent) to train employees"

lnternship programs are a popular avenue for building and developing a talent pipeline.
Many organizations view internship programs as a way to not only build relationships

with local universities, but as a way to 'try before they buy' in regard to hiring. Internship
programs allow organizations to create a pipeline of entry-level talent while spending
Iess on recruiting, hiring and salaries. Many argue that recruiting new graduates from

local universities is a tool that can help organizations attract new employees at lower

costs. When hiring experienced workers, organizations often pay a premium for the
individual's experience. Experienced workers bring with them the behaviors and
practices, both good and bad, that they have acquired over the years. When hiring Iess
experienced workers, the organization has the ability to lay a foundation in regard to
norms, culture, and expectations.

A 2003 study by the Corporate Leadership Councilstates, "As the Baby Boomer
generation begins to retire, companies will face a labor shortage and fierce competition
for talent. Organizations that develop strong internship programs now will have future
advantages in recruiting top university talent" (p. 1). The creation of a talent pipeline
benefits the organization by reducing time to fill open positions, reduces the cost
associated with the on-boarding process. New talent can also increase energy, diversity

and innovation within the organization. (Corporate Leadership Council, 2006a)
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A 2003 study by the Corporate Leadership Council also states, "interns and
coops are often as productive as regular employees and have more positive attitudes
during their student work period"

(p 1). Not only are interns productive and positive

about the work they do, they also save the organization money. A survey of Fortune
500 companies reveals that "giving fulltime positions to former interns can save

companies over $6,000 in cost-per-hire" (Corporate Leadership Council, 2003).
lnternship programs can provide many benefits to both the organization and the
intern. Kluttz and Salvetti (2004) list the following benefits (for organizations) in regard

to internship programs:

e

Reduced recruitinq costs-lnternship programs offer access to a hiqhly
motivated and skilled labor pool.

.

Fresh perspectives -Students can offer new and objective viewpoints to

stimulate creative problem solving.

r

Motivated workers-Student workers are enthusiastic an eager to learn.

e

Completion of special proiects-Hiring student interns may allow the
company to complete special projects, which would other-wise go undone.

.

lncreased access to minority candidates-Working with interns can assist
employers in implementing affirmative action or diversity programs by
providing broader access to qualified minority candidates.

t

"T

before

ub

-Organizations

have the opportunity to "test out" the

intern to makes sure he or she is a good fit. lf the student is performing
satisfactorily, the organization may consider hiring this individual in the
future.
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r

Good exposure within the community-Organizations who provide interns
with opportunities may be seen in a positive light (in that they are giving
back to the community by preparing the future workforce). (p 14)

lnterns benefit as well. Students are able to gain real-life working experience to
supplement their classroom studies. Through internships, students are given the
opportunity to network and meet numerous people from their desired field of work.

lnternships also provide resume building experience and oftentimes, students receive
institutional credit(s) toward the completion of their degree. Many internships also
provide a salary and a benefits package. There are many other benefits gained by
interns as a result of their time spent within the organization. Lampe and Rothman
(2004) explain:

The practice of providing internships to students as a bridge between academia
and professional work is widespread across a number of disciplines, Whether
called field work, practicum, clerking or internship; the concept provides
undergraduate and graduate students an opportunity for learning outside the

classroom... For students internships offer a real world learning experience, the
opportunity for career path exploration, the chance to contribute to an
organization and society.

(p

12)

Augcbug Coltsge Ubnry
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Key Components to a Successful Development Program
To build a successful development program, organizations must first deflne what
the goals of the program are. lf producing knowledgeable, skilled employees for future
use is the goal, it would make sense to design a program that allowed employees to
develop competencies in key areas. Tony Bingham, CEO of the American Society for
Training and Development notes, "Our research shows that most organizations focus on
two areas: building needed competencies and then leveraging them by putting them in

place in the organization" (2008, p. 81).
As organizations grow more concerned about having the right competencies in
place at the right time, they may look to manage and attract talent more strategically.

This can be done in a variety of ways; a common way is through the use of
development programs. Bingham (2008) offers four steps to get organizations started:

1.

Create a learning brand-a culture of learning within the agency.

2.

Use the learning function to manage the organizational talent though the

entire employment cycle.

3.

Take action on the skills gap. (Encourage seasoned employees to close the
skills gap by sharing tightly held information, through mentoring or by

coaching newer employees).

4. Be a strategic paftner. (lnvolve top leaders in developing employees

by using

a 'leader as teacher' model). (p 82)
In order for a development program (internship or othenruise) to be successful,

organizations must be mindful and knowledgeable of student needs as wetl as tongterm organizational goals.
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The Corporate Leadership Council has done quite a bit of research on internship
programs specifically. According to research performed by them (2006b), establishing

an internship program involves attention to four main areas:

1. Program

Management and Structure: looks at organization goals and decides

who will manage the program, sets the time and duration of internships,

defines pay scales and manages all evaluation forms/reports.

2.

The Hiring Process: decides where to source interns, conducts phone and inperson interviews and extends offers to candidates.

3.

Program Offer and Content: designs the internship curriculum (including any

special projects, or informal learning opportunities), coordinates mentorships,

4. lntern-to-Employee Conversion: ensures

strong and consistent

communication with students (during and post-internship), extends full-time

job offers to candidates upon program completion. (p.1)
Not only do organizations need to ensure the right competencies are in place, proper

organizational infrastructure must be in place before creating a program, Lampe and
Rothman (2004) provide the following suggestion:

lnternships need an infrastructure to provide the necessary supervision so that
work objectives are planned with a focus on quality and that the development of
competencies is addressed, that opportunities for feedback occur, and that
students experience the full context of working in a corporate culture. (p 15)

This advice could apply to any development program where employees are being
introduced to a new environment and are acquiring a new set of skills.
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Structure
Learning organizations are emphasizing their role as a corporate-level partners
and the importance of establishing learning as a strategic part of the future of

their company... Formerly, training was controlled by individual Iines of business
and each had its own training activities to meet specific needs. (Appendix A, pp.
87-88)

Organizations are beginning to run training and development departments more
like a business Iine, and less like an extra function of the Human Resource department.
Often times, training and development initiatives are seen as non-necessities and

programs are cut when budgets get tight. Many organizations are bringing in leaders
with 'field' experience who do not come from training or HR. These changes are shifting
the focus of the Iearning function toward talent management and less focused strictly on
Iearning (Pace, 2013). David Vance, President of Manage Learning (and former
President of Caterpillar University) says, "lt appears that more learning functions are
being led by those like me who did not corne from training or HR. More organizations

are bringing in people with business experience...a lot of companies want more of a
business focus" (Pace, 2013, p.

68)

He goes on to say, [Training DepartmentsJ "must

manage, every month, the results of the plan. Just like colleagues do in other parts of

the business" (p. 69)
Inside many organizations, there seems to be some debate about who should

own training and development programs. Kets de Vries and Korotov (2010) write,
Unfortunately, many senior executives still hold on to the idea that Human
Resources department is primarily responsible for the development of the
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organization's future leaders. Taking this point of view is a serious mistake. The
crucial activity of leadership development does not primary belong to HR". . The

role instead should be the focus of senior management. (p.14).
In successful corporate training departments, executives build both individual and

organizational competencies, thereby improving the company's overall performance.
"Leaders must model the importance of learning though participation in learning
programs themselves and encourage their direct reports to do the same" (Lombardi &
Lahey, 2013).

Texas lnstruments (TI)created an internship/co-op program in the 1950's with
the intention of finding inexpensive labor. Since then, a shortage of electrical and
computer engineers and increased competition for candidates has caused TI to focus

on attracting talent before candidates enter the full-time workforce. Tl has developed a
very methodical approach to their internship program and has been successful in their
efforts to convert interns into full-time employees. ln 2001, TI repoiled the following
statistics:

I
.

Of the students receiving full-time offers ,81o/o accepted.

Internship provided the cornpany with g2olo of its college hires. (Corporate
Leadership Council, 2002, p.5)

Micheline Cater, Manager of Student Programs at Tl, attributed the success of the
program to two factors:

.

lnterns receive the same treatment as permanent employees. They are given
interesting and challenging job assignments and are held accountable for their
results. fhey also receive the same benefits as full-time Tl employees.
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.

The building and maintenance of relationships during and after the internships.
(Corporate Leadership Council, 2002, p. 5)

lnterns from Tl attributed their decision to join the company upon graduation to two main
factors: a challenging work experience and a good manager. Lampe and Rothman
(2004) echo this thought, "The success of the internship experience appears to be
heavily dependent on the supervisor'' (p.15).

Developing the Program
There are many things to consider when creating a development program. Not
only is it important to develop content that will help employees develop the skills and
acquire the knowledge organizations desire them to have, the organization must take a

deeper look and consider many other important aspects as well. To ensure the training
that is being developed for interns is going to be absorbed, it is important to look at how
these interns might best learn. According to Cekada {ZA1Z),
Workers of the future will be of the Millennial/Gen Y generation. Each generation
has a unique set of characteristics, influences, work ethics, core values and
respect and tolerance for others that affect how its members interact,
comrnunicate and learn in the workplace.

(p 40)

She also writes that Millennials:

.
.
.
.

Work well in teams (and prefer it over independent-type work)

Are effective at multitasking
Are self-confident (sometimes viewed as arrogant)
Embrace diversity
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r
r
I
.

Like structure
Demand flexible work schedules
Learn through visual methods (pictures, sounds, videos)
Like immediate feedback. (p. 41,43)

Furthermore, 'When developing a training program for this generation of

learners/employees, it would be wise to incorporate technology and online media. This
group likes to Iearn by listening, seeing and doing" (p. 43).
Donna Weiss (2014) offers this insight regarding Millennials opinions of work,
"Millennials value career and individual development more than other generations and
need to see opportunities to learn quickly and make a difference from day one. Where

their parents prized stability, the younger generation seeks new opportunities" (p. 2)
She goes on to say, "Yet, overall, the top two most important factors in attracting

candidates to apply are still the same across generations

- compensation

and work-life

balance. These must not be overlooked" (p. 2).
According to a 2013 study,

630/o

of the 185 organizations surveyed reported that

college hires required some additional coaching or training to get up to speed {in regard
to skills the organization prefers or requires). These organizations reported the gap(s)
were most apparent in the following areas: critical thinking, industry/domain expertise,
general business acumen, personal leadership ability, and presentation skills (Lombardi

& Lahey, 2013).
Of the organizations that use internship programs, many of them have developed
very standardized programs by taking the previous information around skills gaps and

generational norms into account. Research suggests that the best programs begin with
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a pre-hire assessment, which gives employers an opportunity to gauge intern's
knowledge in a variety of areas. Likewise, this assessment provides employers an
opportunity to get a feel for where interns lay in regard to basic skills that the position
may require. These assessments help employers get a better understanding of the true
learning needs of the intern.

ln addition, many organizations also require a post-program assessment. This
assessment allows interns to share their experiences with the organization and provides
an opportunity for them to show the organization what they've learned. This input
provides the organization honest feedback-allowing for alterations to the program if
needed.

Desired Outcomes
Corporations are realizing that people are their strongest asset. There is a
heightened awareness on the value of 'human capital'. While it seems that

organizations are setting out to train and develop employees to ensure they have the
best 'human capital' available, it's important for the organization to define what the
desired outcome of the program is, and to then tailor the program to meet those needs
specifically.
Outcomes of development programs differ by organization. Not all organizations

are looking for the same thing, however it is safe to say that the goal of development
programs, in whatever form, (through the eyes of the organization) is to convert the
intern (or development program participant) to a full-time hire.

Training is a tool that can be used to guide employees (interns) towards a more
rewarding experience. Training also allows the organization to set standards for
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positive results and goals for improvement (Keller, 2008). When organizations put

together a proper training program, it allows for straightfonrvard communication in regard
to expectations" This allows employees (interns) to understand their job responsibilities

and become fully aware of what will be expected of them.
The literature suggests programs should be uniquely built to fit the organization
and its strategic plan(s). Organizations should take a look at the over-arching
organizational goals and decide how training and development will best suit the

organization. To be successful, organizations should align training with the
organization's mission and goals (Meyer & Marsick, 2003).
When building a formal program, standardization is key. Developing a
standardized program allows organizations to develop the course work to teach interns
the skills needed inside the organization both rJow, and in the future. This real-world
experience would pick up where traditional post-secondary education leaves off.
Organizations should look to recruit individuals (from universities or other
sources) who are willing and open to Iearn many different aspects of the organization's

business. Organizations should also be mindful of generational nuances that might
exist and consider these traits when designing programs and coursework.
Generational differences in the workforce allow for new ideas and creativity, but
can cause conflict as well. A way to minimize perceived generational conflicts is to

encourage collaboration between employees at all levels in the organization.
Mentorships are a good option and have proven to be successful and aid in employee
retention.
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Leader-Led DevelopmenUMentorsh i ps
While organizations look to get senior management to buy in to
training/developmenUlearning programs, they are also looking to get these leaders
involved in mentor roles as well. The Aberdeen Group's 2013 study asked 185

organizations about the learning rnethods they use and asked them to rate the
effectiveness of each method.
Their findings are summarized below:
Learnin
Method

Methods and Effectiveness, 2013

Formal mentoring/
Formal on-the-job

training

lnformal on-the-job
I

coaching

training

nstructor- led, classroom-

Best-in-class
Effectiveness

Best-in-class
Using

All Others

4.4O

99%

9r%

4.14

1_00%

94%

3.92

100%

97%

3.57

90%

96%

3.40

89%

76%

3.28

s3%

79%

Using

based training

Blended-learning
(combining instructor-led
and e-lea

Self-paced e-Learning
{on-demand online content

Source: Aberdeen Group (2013)

Organizations classified as "best-in-class" by the Aberdeen Group's survey,
appear to be using many different forms of instruction for employees. However, they've
seen the best results from formal mentorship programs.

Dr. Marla Gottschalk {2A14), an industriat psychologist, warns organizations to
never underestimate the power or a mentor. "There is a sharp learning curve when you
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join any organization-and leaving employees to 'sink or swim' is never the best option.
Mentoring provides employees to both develop 'relationship roots' and feel they have a
future" (p. 2). She also advises organizations to assign a peer guide to employees
when they begin employment. These relationships can help new employees tearn the
rop-es quicker and get integrated into the company culture more

rapidly. Mentors play a

powerful role in the development and inclusion of new workers; the leadership they
provide and the relationships they develop prove to important and meaningful to those

they mentor.

Mentors as Transformational Leaders
Those who act as mentors traditionally have years of experience inside their

organization. These employees demonstrate leadership skills and display genuine
interest in others. Mentors have the ability to use their leadership skills and knowledge
of the organization in a transformational way with new employees and interns. The
concept of Transformational Leadership and mentorship seem to go hand-in-hand. Not
all experienced employees are fit to be a mentor, nor are all mentors extremely longterm employees. Mentors seem to possess certain traits and energy. These traits are
best described in the theory of transformational leadership.

James MacGregor Burns (1978) first introduced the concept of transformational

leadership. He wrote about leaders and followers-how they can help each other to
advance to higher Ievels of morale and motivation. Burns saw a conelation between a
leader's personality, traits, energy, and his or her ability to create change within the
organization and its culture. Later, in 1985, Bernard Bass extended Burns'work on
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transformational leadership by adding that a leader must exude trust, loyalty and
admiration. He also noted that followers must have respect for the leader.
The premise of transformational leadership is for strong leaders to develop
others within the organization. A transformational leader will encourage and motivate

followers to perform at higher levels and will inspire them to create change by thinking
outside the box. Having experienced leaders from inside the organization involved as
mentors can be a powerful tool in the integration and education of new employees.
Having a strong relationship with a mentor has also proven to increase retention among

employees. Knowing this, organizations should strive to use mentorships at all levels
within the organization.
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Summary
lnformation gathered from the literature review has suggested that organizations

are placing a higher emphasis on training and development programs. Many
organizations are placing a greater emphasis on employee development and are
dedicating resources to development initiatives. Organizations are beginning to create
a separate department for training and development; taking the responsibility out of the
hands of the Human Resource department and into a dedicated department ted by
those with real-world experience in the field in which they are developing others for.

The literature also suggests that internships are a growing trend in recruiting
talent to fill employment gaps (due to a higher precedence of employer turnover and
Baby Boomers retirements). lnternships allow organizations to recruit students or
recent graduates from universities at lower costs. lnternship and development
programs should look to provide meaningful and challenging work, present opportunities

to learn and develop new skills, and should ensure a close relationship with a
mentor/manager from inside the organization.

When looking to create and implement a development program (internship or
othenruise), getting support and buy-in from senior Ieadership is of utmost importance.

When those at the top Ievel(s) of the organization are committed to development,
programs are more successful and have a prolonged existence inside the organization.
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Results & Findings
The information and best practices uncovered in the literature review aided in
developing the twenty-six survey questions sent out to Commercial Banking employees

inside Bank

A.

Questions were formed around the topic of training and development in

many forms (current employee, new employee, internships) to provide Bank A
information about various options they could pursue. The survey asked questions about
mentorship, current career development opportunities, and confidence in current

training and development programs to touch on other findings from the literature review.
Overall, 126 employees participated in the online survey; a response rate of

55.7%. Survey respondents were spread out nicely between departments that fall
under the "Commercial Banking" umbrella. The chart below shows the mix of survey
respondents broken out by current job tiles:
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Survey results pointed to a high number of experienced employees inside the

Commercial Banking department. Sixty-one of the 1 26 (48Yo) survey respondents had
15-20+ years of banking experience"
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Figure 2: Suryey pafticipanl years of industry experience

These data point to an elevated number of employees that could be nearing
retirement or entering a leadership position; both of which create vacancies within the

department. This demonstrates a possible need for leadership development training as
well as new employee training in the coming years. Only 8% of respondents (21
employees) had seven or less years of experience. Thls evidence shows that Bank A
has an experienced Commercial Banking department.
I found it interesting that of the sixty-two employees

with 15-20+ years of

experience, only twenty-one have been with Bank A during those years. Additionally
interesting is the number of people hired within the last seven years; 49o/o of survey
respondents have been with Bank A for seven years or less. This data demonstrates
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that Bank A has acquired talent from other organizations and has not had to train a
large population of employees with limited Comrnercial Banking experience.
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Figure 3" Suruey participant time with the organization

It should be noted that there were numerous comments provided in the survey

that suggested Bank A looked outside of the organization for talent. Respondents felt
Bank A had a lack of motivatlon for promoting from within. Additionally respondents
reported a lack of career development opportunities were present. Survey results were
Iargely split between looking outside the organization for talent and developing from

within (see graphic on next page). However, when the responses were broken down by
job title, Business Banking/Market Managers and Business/Commercial Bankers both
responded that Bank A should look outside the organization for new employees, while

Ag Bankers and Credit Analyst groups preferred to develop workers from inside the
organization. Vvith Managers looking to recruit from outside the organization, this could
point to a lack of desire to train new employees or a lack of confidence in the current

training programs. More research would be needed to identify which is true.
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What is the best source of new (either
experienced or inexperiencedl Business
Banking employees?
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Figure 4. Eesf source of new employees

Two of the main questions I had when forming the research prolect pertained to

the structure of the program. I asked the survey group a series of questions pertaining
to the structure and coursework of an internship program. Respondents from inside
Bank A felt an internship program would best be supervised by a Business Banking

Team Lead/Manager or experienced Commercial/Agricultural Banker who works in the
same location. Sixty-four percent of respondents felt interns should be managed on a
one-to-one basis (one intern to a dedicated "manager"), while only

300/o

preferred one

manager overseeing multiple interns at once.

These responses echo the respondents' desire to establish close relationships to
leaders inside the organization in the form of mentorships (see page 30). Bank A
should atm to keep students in a development program closely connected to a manager

or mentor.
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Survey participants were also asked what they felt the best use of organizational
resources (in regard to training new employees) were. See chart below:

Best use of organizational resources
to train new employees
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Figure 5: Employees want to learn from ofhers inside the organization

The survey group overwhelmingly responded in favor of rnentorships and job shadowing

(75%). Alrnost all (93%) of the respondents favored the use of other Bank A employees
to supply the needed training (courses taught by Bank A employees (18%), mentorships
(40%) and job shadowing (35%)). These responses show the organization's employees
trust the knowledge and skills of their co-workers and superiors. Survey respondents

appear likely to share their knowledge and skills with others as well. Responses (see
graphic on following page) show respondents would consider facilitating courses on the
following topics from time to time, if given the opportunity.
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With the information uncovered in the literature review around the irnportance of
mentorships, I wanted to see if Bank A's employees had an opinion about the
impoftance of mentorships. Almost three-fourths (74Yo) of respondents thought
mentorships and job shadowing were the best use of their organization's resources
(inclusive of both time and money) in regard to training new employees. Likewise, on a
scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), 78% of the Bank A employees who responded to the

survey rated the importance of having a mentor at work a 7 or higher. 53% of
responding employees reported they had a mentor at work. Thls data provides Bank A
some valuable information. The employees highly value the power of mentorships, yet

just over half of the survey respondents felt they had a mentor at work.
When putting together a development plan in the future, Bank A should be sure
to incorporate mentorships as a component to their program. lt *s also not too late to
impact current employees; mentorships could be established between current
employees and mentors at any time.
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Figure

i

Respondenfs found mentorsltips important

Survey responses regarding the most important topics for new employees of the
Business Banking department to learn were fairly split between the suggested topics
(excluding systems training)

Figure

8 A/osf tmpoffant learning areas for new Eusrrress

Banking errrp/oyees
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Survey participants were also asked about their future career goals. 55% of
respondents could identify what their next position could be inside Bank

A. Only

31.1a/o

of respondents have had a conversation with their rnanager about advancement
opportunities within the last six monthsz.
71.1% of survey respondents felt they would need additional
developmenUtraining to advance to their next position; however those who participated
in the survey were unsure if Bank A could provide the training and development they

would need" The survey asked participants to rate (on a scale of 1 (low confidence) to
10 (high confidence)) how confldent they were that Bank A would provide them with the

training opportunities they will need to develop themselves for future rotes. Results are
below:
How confident are you that Bank A will provide the
training opportunities you will need to develop
you rself f nr f utu re roles 7
Scale of 1 {low conf idence } to 10 (high ly co nf ident )
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Figure 9: Confidence in cunent programs

2

Somewhat concerning data given the survey was adrninistered in July; typical annual review periods
inside the organization take place in the months of January- March.
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Action Plan/Recom mendations
From what I have uncovered in my research, Bank A will see a large number of

retirements inside the Commercial Banking areas in the coming years. Currently the
organization does not have a formal program in place to develop workers to fill these
roles.
I have used best practices revealed from the Iiterature review conducted for this
study to form my recommendations for establishing a development program. Bank A

could use this guide to aid program development inside their organization.
Unlike traditional internship programs, where the student looks to gain some real-

world worlting experience and build their resume, Bank A's program would be focused
on hiring 'interns' with the sole intent of developing them for use within the organizatlon
(upon completion of the program). Due to this, I suggest Bank A classifies their program
as a "Banker Development Program". The program will run very much like an

"lnternship" program, but the broad title will allow the organization flexibitity in their
recruitment of new employees to the Commercial Banking department. University
partnerships, current employees or non-traditional employees (those looking for a

career change) could all be considered for entry to the Banker Development Program.
Allowing these groups eligibility to the program, will allow Bank A a larger selection pool

of program applicants. By doing this, the program has the opportunity to be used as a
career development tool for some current Bank A employees, while also creatrng

favorable relations with local universities.
I recommend that Bank A should strive to create a program that will provide

those in the development program the ability to perform meaningful and challenging
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work. Strict limitations should be placed around the amount of time program
participants are allowed to work on special projects, cold calling, filing, etc. These
limitations should be shared with managers to ensure proper use of the time and talents
of those in the program. Additionally, creating teams for some activities would be

favorable, as the majority of program parlicipants could be of the Millennial generation.
Organizing participants into smaller groups would foster a collabora1ve learning
environment and would allow for peer suppoil and enhanced networking opportunities.
The survey responses received from current Bank A employees indicate that

future employees of the Commercial Banking department could be best sourced from
other areas/departments inside the Bank. This data displays loyalty within the

organization. Bank A should not only look to local universities to fill positions, they
should also open these positions to others at various levels inside the organization.

While I note there is a need for Bank A to develop employees for future use
within the Commercial Banking area, survey results also indicated a need for the

organization to develop learning programs that enhance emptoyee skill development
throughout their entire career lifecycle-from new hire to Ieadership development. Bank

A can examine the current landscape and establish mentorships between longtime
employees and those they identify as having potential. Bank A can also look within the
current employee population to identify those who may be a good fit inside the

Commercial banking department(s), and start taking steps to integrate their talents into
the department.
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Corporate University
Survey results reinforced a desire for additional career and leadership development
opportunities within Bank A's ernployee population. Because of this, I suggest that
Bank A overhauls its current training programs to reflect a learning theme more
inclusive of the progression of long-term employee development" Included in all sectors
of development is the thenre of mentorship. Bank A has many longterm, tenured

ernployees. These assets need to be utilized as mentors and transformational leaders
to share company culture, transfer skills and knowledge to newer employees, and to
lead organizational change/growth initiatives. Mentors should act as advocates for their
mentee and provide them with a safe place to practice new skills.
I recommend housing all training under a "University" umbrella. The structure is

proposed as follows:

Banker Development
Program

Career
Deve I opment/Adva nce

ment

Leaderslrip Development

Figure 7; "Bank A" Universrfy

Figure 7: "Bank A" lJniversity
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Branding all learning programs inside Bank A's own "University" allows the
organization to unify Iearning programs and to enhance its current delivery of programs.
With the creation of the "Bank A University," the organization should also create a new

online intranet dedicated to the launch of the new programs. Future workers
(Millennials) are very tech-sawy; Bank A's current online learning portal is out of date

and is not user friendly.
Re-branding and re-launching the programs could increase employee confidence

that Bank A can deliver the training and skill development they desire and need to
advance within the organization. Additionally, having a useful and usable site dedicated

for Banker Development Program participants could provide information about the
program, house study-guides, skills assessment documents, evaluations, product
information, etc. in one easy-to-reach place.
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Banker Deve! opmenUlnternsh i p progra m
The goal of this program is to grow and mold talent to fit the organization's future

needs. At no time should a development program participant be hired and expected to
fill an open position within the first six months of employment. The program should be
designed to take the program participant through multiple departrnents or "tours" within
a set amount of time (possibly 12 months). Bank A could implement the tours inside the

proposed Banker Development Program. Tours would last three to four months each
and students of the program would spend time in at least four areas. These types of
tours or rotational programs are currently in use inside companies such as GE's Early
Career Leadership Program, Google's APM Program and inside Linkedln (Tunguz,
aa14).

Tours allow program participants to gain exposure with numerous employees,
teams, departments and cultures within the organization. These tours give the
employer the ability to 'test' the participant's fit within all these departments.
Recommendations from the various departments can be shared with Bank A leaders
allowing them to make informed decisions on the student based on the feedback
received from numerous sources.
Program participants may come from other departments within the organization,

from local universities, orfrom outside the organization. Bank A has the option to post
program openings on various job boards, internally and externally. The Banker
Development Program participants will be paid (suggesting $1S/hour) and offered a
benefit package. The program participants could also be referred to as 'students' of the
program.
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See below for the recommended components of this particular program:

Rela tiorrship
fulanagernent

Credit
Analysis

Persanal

Banking

Figure 8: Components of Banker Development Pragram "Tours"

Development participants would start at the core and learn the basics of banking. Every

three months, participants would add to the base of knowledge by joining a new

department. At any time, the trainee or his/her program supervisorlmanager could
extend the stay in any department if additional training is needed. The goal of the
program is to build knowledge and enhance skills; at no time should a Banker

Development Program student leave a tour area prior to the completion of this goal.
At the end of the program (Tour 4: Relationship Management), the development
program participant would shadow a Commercial Banker (also known as a Commercial
Banking Relationship Manager). At this point, the student should possess enough
knowledge to communicate with prospects and clients (with the supervision of their
mentor).
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The following graphic provides details to learning objectives inside each of the

four main 'tour' areas: Banking basics, Personal Banking, Credit Analysis and
Relationsh ip Management:

7. Bsnking

2. Personal

Basics

Bonking

Culture Integration

Systems training

Regulations

Product training

Banking knowledge

Basics of lending

Product training

Sales skills

Evaluation of skills

Prospecting

Mentor assignment

Cttsto me r service sta ndards

4, Relationship

Manngement

3.

Evaluation of skills
Sales

training

Credit Analysis

Advanced lending
U

ndersta nding financial staternents

Job shaddow

Systems trainlng

Cross-sel Jing/referral tra in i ng

Underwritting /Policy

Product training
Decision maki ng

-r

Structuring credit
Evaluation of skills

Figure 9: "Tour" coursework

Program participants would begin the development program at Tour 1: Banking
Basics, which will provide the foundation to the program. ln this step, development
students will be immersed into Bank A culture, evaluate their skills for the first time,
meet their mentor, absorb the basics of banking (to include regulations, slanglacronyms

used in the industry, etc.), receive an introduction to partner departments within the
bank, and gain an understanding of the roles each partner department plays3.
Tour 2: Personal Banking, allows program participants to learn the business of
Retail banking. Participants will be expected to learn customer information
management systems, as well as to spend time understanding personal banking
'This tour could be abbreviated if a program participant were brought into the program w1h previous
experience within other areas of Bank A.

3g

products (to including consumer credit products). Development students will have the
ability to read credit reports and personal tax returns as well as work with the retail
undenruriting teams to build a foundation of undenrvriting policies and procedures. The

personal banking tour also provides an opportunity to gain some experience with sales
techniques, personal communication, and providing customer service at levels desired
by Bank A.

Tour 3: Credit Analysis, enables program participants to gain a deeper
understanding of the lending process. Students in the program will work side-by-side

with the Analyst team{s} to first understand business tax returns, financial documents
and financial statements. There would also be time spent learning the software

systems involved with undenruriting and submitting information to the Analyst team,
Concepts to follow include: understanding the role of the credit analyst, requirements
needed for complete undenrvriting, structuring loans, credit policy and the Ioan approval

process. Program participants would also spend time with a Senior Lender to grasp
these concepts. Near the end of this tour, students in the program would perform a
skills assessment to ensure they have received enough training and understand the

material at satisfactory Ievels.
Once the program participant has 'passed' tour 3, helshe would move on to the
final stage of the program: Relationship Management.
Tour 4 is intended to help the student bring all of the skills Iearned together.
He/she should have a solid understanding of banking in general, Bank A's products,
company culture and retail and commercial credit. The next step in the development

process is interacting with customers and prospects.
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My research suggests that Bank A should look to knowledgeable employees or

'subject matter exerts' within each department to create the exact curriculum for each

tour. Survey results identified that current employees prefer to learn from subject matter
experts inside the organization. The results of the survey also suggested these
employees would be the best source of training for employees new to the

department/organization. Given the nature of Bank A's business (lending), learning
credit policy and other internal information from an insider who shares the knowledge on
specific topics would be the preferred method. This type of learning also atlows for
networking and mentorship opportunities to form. Additionalty, program participants are
able to easily contact the subject matter expert with follow-up questions, as they are
employed within the same organization, not an outside firm.
My suggestion for Bank A is to provide some preliminary training to those they

will identify as subject matter experts, as most skilled employees are not knowledgeable
in training or adult education. Anyone acting as a'trainer'should be not only

knowledgeable in their subject, they should be upbeat and welcoming to new
employees as well.
Additionally, I suggest Bank A appoints a dedicated employee to oversee the
Banker Development Program. The employee should be tasked with developing
content and syllabi, university relations, program participant sourcing, on-boarding, and
mentor assignment. He/she should design and manage the online portal that will house
all training content for the organization and be a champion for learning. per
recommendations uncovered in the literature review, this employee should have 'field'

experience in various aspects of the Banking industry. Before getting a banker
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development program started, Bank A should first revielv organizational goals with
members of the Bank's executive team to ensure that organizational buy in around

development programs occurs from the top down.
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Conclusions
This study explored the need for and feasibility of creating a development
program inside the Commercial Banking department within a midsize bank in the upper

Midwest. ln addition, the current training programs and employee perceptions of the
programs were studied. The findings revealed a need for a Commercial Banking

development program and provided credibility to the employee perceptions of new
hire/trainee development, and career development programs currently offered by Bank
A-

This study provides a foundation upon which Bank A can design and implement

a Banker Development program or perform additional research. More specifically, the
results may help Bank A, or other midsize Banking institutions, make informed decisions
regarding the need for, implementation of, or design of development programs.

The results demonstrated that creating a strategy around the initiation and design
of a Commercial Banking development program would be a worthwhile investment. The
information gathered provided insight into specific benefits that could be a result of such

a programBank A appears to have a large number of experienced and knowledgeable

Commercial Banking employees. Bank A should start to prepare for a number of
retirements and promotions within this department. lnitiating a training program will help
to develop, and prepare, younger workers to fill the gaps left as the experienced

workers move up, or out of, the organization. Mapping out a plan in advance of the
foreseen vacancies will allow the organization to make the best hiring decisions
possible.
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Making training an organizational priority now, would warrant the organization
adequate time to ensure the proper structure, procedures, and tools are in place.

Additionally, Bank A should utilize their current experienced employees who display
transformational leadership qualities as mentors to others inside the organization.
Survey results proved employees valued mentorships and the literature pointed to many
benefits to the organization and to the employee (new and longterm). When looking to

develop others, finding those who are able to lead and inspire others in a
transformational way can have lasting impacts to the organization.
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Appendix A
Survey Consent Form
Hello!
My name is Jolene Wall and I am a Bank A employee located in our Mankato office.
You are invited to participate in a research study being conducted as part of my degree
completion requirements for obtaining a Master of Arts Degree in Leadership at
Augsburg College and in cooperation with the Human Resources/Organizational
Development Departments at Bank A

The focus of my research study pertains to the possible development of a Business and
Agriculture lnternship program at Bank A. You were selected as a possible subject
because you are a member of the Commerciall Business, Agricultural or Creditteam. If
you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to complete a short online survey related to
training and development programs/opportunities at Bank A. The survey references
"Business Banking" at Bank A for simplicity in formatting. Please note that general tile
is intended to be inclusive of Commercial Banking, Business Banking, Agriculture
Banking and Community Business Banking. All responses will be anonymous and
confidential. Subjects will receive no monetary compensation for participating in this
study. This survey will be open from July Btn-.luly lgth

This survey is not related to, nor does it replace, any past or future surveys initiated by
Bank A (e.g. 100 Top Workplaces Survey, Employee Engagement Survey, etc.)
Bank A will see the results of this study, however, the survey will not be tied back to
individual names (all participants will submit anonymous surveys). The results will be
disseminated in a final paper and presented to the faculty in the Master of Arts in
Leadership department at Augsburg College. Additionally, the results may help inform
Bank A leadership on topics related to the planning or development of potential
internship or training programs in the future.
Your decision about whether or not to participate in this study will not affect your current
or future relations with Augsburg College, the researcher, or Bank A. lf you decide to
participate, you are free to skip questions in the survey or withdraw at any time without
affecting those relationships.
Consent to participate in this study is implied by clicking on the link below and
completing the survey anytime between July 8tn-July 18th. PIease contact Jolene Wall at
507.386.2218 with any questions.
Thank you!
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Appendix B
Survey Questions
1

.
.
.
.
.

. What is your current role at Bank A?
Business Banking Manager or Market Manager
Business Banker

Ag Banker
Credit Analyst
Other

2. How many years of banking experience do you have?
. 1-2 years

.
.
.
.
.
.

3- 5 years
5-7 years
7

-10 years

10-14 years
15-20 years
20+ years

3. How long have you been employed at Bank A?
. 1-2 years

.
.
|
.
r
.

3- 5 years
5-7 years
7-10 years
10-14 years
15-20 years

20+ years

4. How Iong have you been in your current role?
. 1-2 years

.

3- 5 years
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.
.
.
.
.

5-7 years
7-10 years
1

0-14 years

15-20 years

lS+ years

5. Please select the Group of which you belong:

.
I

Metro Group

6.

As Bank A looks to sustain its expertise in Business Banking, on a scale of

Midwest Group

1(least) to 10 (most) how important is that Bremer has a high quality
Business Banking internship/trainee program?

7

.

On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most) how concerned are you about
acquiring and developing 'bench strength' as it relates to Business
Banking positions inside your market?

8. ln your opinion, what is the best source of new (either experienced

or

inexperienced) Business Banking employees?

.
.
.
e

Recruiting from other financial institutions
Promoting current Bremer employees from other departments
Partnerships with local universities/lnternal Internship programs
Other (please Iist)

9. What do you see as the most important

area(s) related to training and

development of new Business Banking employees at Bank A?

.
.
.
o

Understanding Bremer Culture
Credit Policy/Undenruriting Requirements
Understanding the basics of credit (how to read a 1040, PFS, etc)

Structuring Credit
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o
I
o

Systems training (Web Equity, etc)
Training focused on sales or relationship deveropment
Other (please specify)

10. lf an internship program was created (15-24 month program) was created

{designed to prepare an employee for future use within Business Banking

at Bank A) and offered to top students from local universities, who would
be best suited to oversee intern?

.

Dedicated lntern Program Supervisor (not necessarily in-market) who
oversees multiple interns

.

Market Manager/Business Banking Manager or Team Lead who oversees

an individual intern

.

Senior AG/Business Banker who oversees an individual intern in her/her
market

.

Senior member of the Credit Analyst team who oversees individual inmarket intern

.
r

senior Lender who over$ees one or multiple interns
Other (please specify)

1 1 . What

is the best use of organizational resources (inclusive of both time

and money) in regard to training and developing new Business Banking

employees? (select those that apply)

.
r
.
.
.
r

Conferences
Professional Development Seminars
Courses taught by Bremer employees
Mentorships

Job Shadowing
Online training

12.1f training were provided today to current Business Banking employees,

what area of focus would you suggest be address first?
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.
r
r
.
.
.
.
.

Credit Policy/Undenruriting Requirements
Understanding the basics of credit (how to read a 1040, PFS, etc)
Structuring Credit
Systems training (Web Equity, etc)
Training focused on sales or relationship development
Training to prepare employees for advancement/new role(s) within Bank A

Training pertaining to Ieadership development
Other (please specify)

13. Following your selection from question #12, what would be your second

most important topic?

.
.
I
r
.
.
r
.

Credit Policy/Undenruriting Requirements
Understanding the basics of credit (how to read a 1040, PFS, etc)
Structuring Credit
Systems training (Web Equity, etc)

rraining focused on sales or relationship development
Training to prepare employees for advancemenUnew role(s) within Bank A

Training pertaining to Ieadership development
Other (please specify)

14. List any Business Banking topic areas where you personally_would like to

receive more training.

15. Based on your

answers above, please rank the following in order of

preferred method for delivery with 1 being most preferred and 4 being
Ieast preferred:

.
.
r
.

ln person
Combination of in person and self study

As a group (cohort)
Via webinar/online courses
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16. Based on your answers above, please rank the following in order of

preferred resources for detivery of all but the "self-study" option with

1

being most preferred and 4 being least preferred:

r

Current Bremer employees who might be considered "subject matter
experts"

.
.
e
.
17

Managers
Bremer trainers from HR or other department
Outside firm
Other training resource not listed above?

.Please select any of the topics below for which you might be interested in
facilitating a course(s) from time to time (to new or existing employees):

.
.
o
.

Credit analysis
Relationship Management/Development
Best practices/Sales Techniques

Other? Please specify

18" Do

you have someone at work who you would consider your mentor?

. Yes
rNo
19.On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most), how important is it to you to have a
mentor at work?

20. Do you knowwhat your next position at Bank A could possibly be?

. Yes
.No
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21. Do you think you will need additional developmentltraining to advance to

that position?

o Yes
.No
22.On a scale of 1 (low confidence) to 10 (highly confident), how confident
are you that Bank A will provide you the training opportunities you'll need
to develop yourself for future roles?

23. Have you and your Manager spoken about advancement opportunities

within the last 6 months?

. Yes
.No
24.Do you plan to leave the company (or retire) within the next 12 months?

. Yes
.No
25. From your personal point of view, what are the top three (most important)

things Bank A should do to retain talent?

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r

Offer more opportunities to develop skills
More flexibility/decision making (in regard to lending)
Add team members to relieve excess workload issues
Better recognition program(s)
Change the design of pay/benefits programs
Provide better systems to perform your work
Ensure my manager has the skills to train and develop me
Ensure that I have an actionable career plan
Foster a culture of open communication and feedback
Other? ( Please specify)
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26. Rate the following statements in order of importance to you (1 being the

most important)

e
.
.
.
.
.
r

Working in a team environment
Pay
Benefit package
Flexibility at work
Opportunities for advancement
Working for a well respected company

working for a company that gives back to the community
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Appendix C

Survey Results & Analysis
Survey: 2A14 "Bank A" Business Banking Survey
Training, Development & Leadership
This report contains a detailed statistical analysis of the results to the survey titled 2014 "Bank

A" Business Eankrng suruey:Training, Development & Leadership.

The results analysis includes answers from all respondents who took the survey in the 13 day
period from Tuesday, July 08, 2014 to Friday, July 18, 2014. 126 completed responses were
received to the survey during this time.
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1) What is your current role at Bank A?

36.8 %

r-:
16s*s

32c/D

16 S

Ert

24.8 %

Other Responses.
Agricultural and Business Banker
Credit Associate

Business/Ag Banker
Community Business Banker
Community Business Banker

I;
-tT::-:]
I

Busirre*r Banking Ma*ag,er or M*rks 21
Busin'eeeiC6rr,.nrerciai Eanker
aG

fuEa*ker
Crcdrt &nalyst
Senior Lend,er
Oth€r

20
31

3

4
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2) How many years of banking experience do you have?

26.2 t6

ffi + ye#s

22.2%

lSZ{} y'ears

' ";' :1.- '- --'.
1CI

7

- 14 years

-

'N0

I
1jt"3

years

4.0

5 - 7 years

2C696

1&

fi
5.6 re

3 - 5 years

1-2

."--l

7.1

years

v

E

10

$4

15

?CI ?5

38

35

I1-2years $
I 3-Syears 7
f:5-T1.enrs 5
I: 7- tCIyearu 18
10 - 14 yeus26
; lS?Sy*are 28
t f0 + )'eiss 33
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3) How long haue you been employed at Bank A?

years
2.5

JS + yeBrs

1$?0

16

15.3

yeu*

;3-Syears ZZ
[] 5-7years T0
I i- 10years 16
. . 1* - 14 yewsl$
I l$myears 18

nb

20+
16 1%

10- 14years

7-

'10

r3.B

years

c1o

85%

5 - 7 yeans

18 6

3 - 5 years

qe

25.4 s*

'l - ? y*ars

5

10

t5

m?53fi35

3

59

4) How long have you been in your current role?

20 + year*

x,s

f|1-2y,ears

96

7.4 !&

1S20 yecrs

11.5 %

1S - 14 years

7

15.6

- l0years

11.5

5 - 7 years

1

l{

1&

17.X. %

3 - 5 years

- 2 years

3r1.it %

&5lCI15?0253035404550

5) Please select the Group to which you belong:

Response

Count Percent

Midwest Group g7

77 .60/o

Metro Group

22.4o/o

28

*2

I 3- Syears 21
t:5-7years 14
:7 - 10 yews 19
i t0- 14yearsI4
f 1F2S yeurs 9
I ?0+yetrs 3
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6) As Bank A looks to sustain its expertise in Business Banking, on a scale of I
(least) to 10 (most) how important is it that Bank A has a high quality Business

Banking internship, or trainee program?

3r-5

rs
a

r 1.9

16.7

6

(

t 829
T

I

%'

qe

40"6
2.d st

a

08!t

't

16%

2

0.s

0

tt
5

1S

15

m

z5

3,0

31

I {3
55
I 610
721

22215

o
t)

7.9

T

J tt
LJ

r(

1

16

35

40

4S

915
10 41
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7) On a scale of 1 (least) to 10 (most) how concerned are you about acquiring and
developing 'bench strength' as it relates to Business Banking positions inside
your market?

zSS%

1n

r1

r?
I.1
5
l6

11

i-11f

q

8.9 %

250%

$

2r.0

T

il

6.9

16

14"&
1 60/6

I

08%

0

5

rL,

15

?0

25

3

31

1

3

5

I;2s
IS

Ig
I r0

Tn

24%
5

'!

;

tn

1E

1'1
3,1
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8) In your opinion, what is the best source of new (either orperienced or
inoryerienced) Busines Banking employees?

43.t

%

55

40096

I

Prryrrotrng ff.,rrcrtt Brsm+r

Parlrrerthipc

O*lEr

5,S

45
8C'

35
1f}

?r)

r2.0 %

11.

IU

tffil

5
CI

Other Responses:
All sources noted are good and neces$ary

A halance of all is important
To be successful Bank A needs to do all of the above
Probably a cornbination of all of the above
lnternship for Ag

All of the above

w$

local

enploy*tt 58

unry*rsit

15
6

63

9) What do you see as the most important area(s) related to training and
development of new Business Banking employees at Bank A?

1940e
!o
J(J

I

36

n

3,4

ti
tl-t

m

fr

30

Oth"er

io

Lt)

;s
167%

4+
15.1

ll
IU

Uruferstanding Culture
Credit PdicyiUnder*nitrrg Eequir
Un&standing the basics of credi
Sructrrring Credit
$ysterns Tralning f;'/ebEquity. etc
Trainirq focused on sales sr rela .

'r3.5

0S

$6

18
15
,l ,

t+

!t

24r/E

A
i

F.OOI

U.U

/E

2
0

Other Responses:
However, all of the above are important
The first 5 options

All lmportant - Can not have one Wo the other
Structuring credit in the Bremer culture
All of the above

IJ

t6
37
1S
,.1
Z1

3
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10) If an internship program (18-24 month program) was created (designed to
prepare an employee for a future opportunity within Business Banking at Bank A)
and offered to top students from local universities, who would be best suited to
oversee interns?

d.i U

IE

36

Dedicated inter* Frogrann,

1t

230%

32

1L

J
t:]::;

?t 4%

ffiffi
-

ts

Super,,,is

Mark*t Manag*riBusrmss Bankrng

1i,1

27

23

ove U
t
1E
or . 1l
I

Senrsr Ag;rBusiness Eanker *,to
$erior rnember of Credit A,nalyst
Senror Lender who ol,ersaes one

Cther

26
AI
L4
t-t
I"1 3

oS

2C
1B
1S

lr

87%

1t

56%
$
6
4

A

I

Other Responses:
I would think the markets would manage that person, but a corporate liaison
would be needed for job scope changes, etc.

Experienced Ienders. Top students don't necessarily make great lenders Bremer
has to get out of the culture of just Iooking at grades.
Senior Lender with Senior Credit Analyst member
Both an intern Program Supervisor and a Senior Ag/Business Banker as a team
approach.
Shared between the 1st two options above.
Not sure, depends on the focus of the program, sales or credit and etc
Credit Analyst Manager
Business Banker
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11) What is the best use of organizational resources (inclusive of both time and

money) in regard to training and developing new Business Banking employees?

39.7 $t
tI

50

3{.7

45

I

q6

:
-

aS

35

3,S

18 ? i6

25

2f;

15

s.6

*6

'tn

08}i,
t,

ti iJ -,tu

I

Prsfessional d€,,'elopr$errt serr-lnors
Cor.rrses targht by Brenrer emp{+yee 22
rfO
Mentorships
rt
1{
Job shadCI*rirrg
Onlirrc training
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12) lf training were provided today to current Business Banklng employees, what
area of focus would you suggest should be addressed first?

?,t.0

96

32
3&

28

|III

200?6

Zfi
nn

il
I

176%

Lq

Credit Fdi6y,r[J6"t'^'*iting Heauin 30
Undststpndirq th€ basics of sedi 22
ftucturing Credit
11
Systerns trarn"ing ir'.feb Equit1'.

sc

'l&

Training focused o'n *ales or rela ?5
Treining te Frepare emplol'ees {or 14
Trainrng pwtarnrng to leadership ,.. 13

tt
20
18

112Vr,

16
14

{n
tt_

I0.4

%

880S

80j6

10
l)

6
i

z.

Other Responses:
Bank A has a "promote from outside" mentality, due to the limited training programs we
have.
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13) Following your selection from #12, what would be your second most

important topic?

?r.?

$6

36

Requir .27

34

Un&rstendirrg the basiae of eredi . 15
Strwtu,rrng Credit
34
Systems trainrng fi'leb Equity, etc . 3
Tralning focused on sales or rela 16
Trainirng to prepare emdoi*e*s for . i7
Treirrrng pertarnrng to leadership 12

1"1

JI

tn

t-

2160&

za

n
-

26

2t
72
13.6 %

?fi
1A

128
12.0

%.

16

9.S

lt

9e

tt
t{t

6

24%
08!A

t
n

Other Responses:
Understanding the nuances of credit analysis

S*ltr
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14) List any Business Banking topic areas where you personally would like to
receive more training.
53 respo nses were iven.
ses have been rou
into like areas
Response
Leadership
Career Advancement

Count

Percent

Z

3.7o/o

5
L7

9.4o/a

11

20.74/o

4

7.50/a

3

5.50/o

1

1,80/o

Underwriting/Credit
policy
Sales/Business
Development
Specific Loan area(s)
Products/Departments
Mentorship
Culture
Systems

32o/o

1.8o/o

1

I

15.90/o

15) Based on your answers above, please rank the following in order of preferred
method for delivery with I being most preferred and 4 being least preferred:

i.'ia ''r'ebinar

il

ln persart

sourseS
?-.r

Cuffihnatron of rn per*on and self 351
As a group icohort}
3{6

6g
16) Based on your answers above, please rank the following in order of preferred

resources for delivery of all but the "self-study" option with
preferred and 4 being least preferred:

Banking Associations
Program specialists from outside vendor

^
*ntpla)"ees'*,hc nigh 434
Manaqiers
292
trainers frorn Hft or E&ar 74fr

I
n

Current

I

Outsidefrrnr

Other training resource not listed above?
The person has to be able to deliver the material

t being most

;34
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17) Please select any of the topics below for which you might be interested in
facilitating a course(s) from time to time (to new or existing employees):

Jl.D it

anal;,sis

t
f-

Credit
31
Belattonshtp Managmrrer:t'Bevelogree .33

1 fiest prmtrcmi$ales

-Other

34716

274%

Other Responses:
Ag

Will be retiring in Augusl af 2014.
Will be retiring in August of 2014
None
Specific Systems Training
None

techniqffis

?6
5

71

18) Do you have someone at Bank
Response
Yes
No

19) On a scale of
at work?

Awho you would consideryour mentor?
Count
66

Percent

59

47.2%

52.$o/a

t (least) to 10 (most), how important is it to you to have a mentor

347%

1C

ll-1
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21516
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1
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5
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I8 2n
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I
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17

4h

33%

t

r
25%
n

5

r

5

2C

?5

3,-1

35

.{0

e5

2O) Do you know what your next position

(with Bank A) could possibly

Response
Yes
No

Percent
68.4%

Count
67
54

44.6oio

be?

72

21) Do you thinkyou will need additional developmenUtraining to advanceto that

position?
Response
Yes
No

Count
86
35

Percent
71.1o/o

28,9%

22) On a scale of 1 (low confidence) to 10 (highly eonfident), how confident are
you that Bank A will provide you the training opportunities you'll need to develop
yourself for future roles?

q

1$i6
13.8

B

16

17.9 %

9.8

6
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I
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8.1 %

t

13.0 %
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4.1%

1S

8.7

q&

8.9

fizs6B1*1214161*203?24

16

t

7.1 i&

73

23) Have you and your Manager spoken about advancement opportunities within
the last 6 months?
Response
Yes
No

Count
41

83

Percent
33.1%
66.s%

24) Do you plan to leave the company (or retire) within the next 12 months?
ResDonse

Yes
No

Count
6
113

Percent
6%
95%
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25) From your personal point of view, what are the top three (most important)
things Bank A should do to retain talent?
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Ensure that I have arr
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0ther
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1g.ts q6

17516
25

tv
8.7 %

10

24%

5
U

Other Responses:
Provide a career path for more women in business banking. The percentage of female
business lenders at Bank A is very low, yet the percentage of female credit analysts at
Bank A is very high.
Pay existing employees the current market wages for their position versus "buying"
talent when needed
Being recognized for what you do
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26) Rate the following in order of importance to you
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Ee**{ts package
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